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Those mavens of the macabre at Monsterverse Entertainment (responsible for the acclaimed
BELA LUGOSI'S TALES FROM THE GRAVE) are gearing up to release an all new series filled
with bloody terror this fall entitled FLESH AND BLOOD. Fango is happy to share an exclusive
first look at the cover art!

A new series of graphic novels from Robert Tinnell and illustrated by Neil D. Vokes, FLESH
AND BLOOD Volume One "begins with the bloody destruction of the legendary vampire, the
darkly seductive Carmilla. Her death ignites an epic firestorm of events that draws the greatest
icons of Gothic horror into battle across the lush backdrop of 19th century Europe. At the center
of this ghastly conflict Baron Victor Frankenstein is forced to merge his diabolical scientific
prowess with the black arts of a terrifying supernatural world. This unholy war between light and
darkness will not be measured in months or years but across centuries of horror and
devastation until one force reigns triumphant. Vampires, werewolves and scientific monsters are
unleashed like nothing seen before in film, comics or literature."

In harking back to the monsters of olde we all hold dear, Monsterverse and their line of books
have found serious praise and fans in Fango, and the likes of Joe Dante, John Landis and Rick
Baker (who created the cover of August's BELA LUGOSI'S TALES FROM THE GRAVE #2.
Check it here ). It's easy to see why.

Tinnell, Monsterverse publisher Kerry Gammill and writer Sam Park and many, many more will
be on hand at San Diego Comic-Con this Friday at the publisher's panel (5-6 p.m in Room
9). FLESH AND BLOOD hits this October.
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